Chapter 1

Unicycle–like Robots with Eye-In-Hand
Monocular Cameras: from PBVS Towards IBVS
Daniele Fontanelli, Paolo Salaris, Felipe A. W. Belo and Antonio Bicchi

Abstract This chapter presents an introduction to current research devoted to the
visual servoing problem of guiding differentially driven robots, more specifically,
unicycle–like vehicles, taking into consideration limited field-of-view constraints.
The goal is to carry out accurate servoing of the vehicle to a desired posture using
only feedback from an on-board camera.
First, a position based scheme is proposed, adopting a hybrid control law to cope
with limited camera aperture. This scheme relies on a localization method based on
extended Kalman filter technique that takes into account the robot motion model
and odometric data. To increase the potentiality of the visual servoing scheme with
respect to existing solutions, which achieve similar goals locally (i.e., when the desired and actual camera views are sufficiently similar), the proposed method visually
navigate the robot through an extended visual map before eventually reaching the
desired goal. The map construction is part of the approach proposed here, which is
then called Visual SLAM for Servoing.
Position based scheme accuracy are intrinsically related to the effectiveness of
the localization process, which is related to the estimation of 3D information on
both the robot and the environment. A shortcut overcoming the estimation process
uses visual information directly in the image domain. In this spirit, an image based
scheme is presented. The controller is devoted to constantly track desired image feature trajectories. Such trajectories represent optimal (shortest) paths for the vehicle
from the 3D initial position towards the desired one. Optimal trajectories satisfies
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the additional constraint of keeping a feature in sight of the camera and induces a
taxonomy of the robot plane of motion into regions. It follows that the robot uses
only visual data to determine the region to which it belongs and, hence, the associated optimal path. Similarly to the previous case, the visual scheme effectiveness is
improved adopting appearance based image maps.

1.1 Introduction
Vision–based control systems for vehicle control have attracted a lot of attention in
the last decades. A plethora of different solutions have been proposed in literature,
mainly tailored to the visual architecture of the system at hand. For example, stereo
cameras provide accurate environmental measurements with an intrinsic robustness
to occlusions. Furthermore, omnidirectional cameras do not suffer of field–of–view
(FOV) limitations. Despite these advantages, both multiple and omnidirectional
cameras need non trivial algorithms to extract useful data from collected images.
Moreover, the system mechanical design becomes necessarily complicated and requires accuracy. Hence, it turns out that an economical approach to visual servoing
for mobile vehicles is the use of conventional monocular cameras fixed onboard the
robot. Nonetheless, the simplest mechanical choice to be used with off–the–shelf
conventional cameras, e.g., web cams, reflects in a challenging control design. In
fact, mobile robots are usually subject to non-holonomic kinematic constraints and,
hence, they cannot rely on independent six-degrees of freedom operational space as
robotic manipulators usually rely on. Moreover, when using a limited aperture camera fixed over the robot (a case known as Eye-In-Hand), the robot must deal with the
problem of keeping observed image features within the FOV of the camera while
the vehicle maneuvers. Also, the space entities estimate is derived using multiple
measurements from different positions in space, taking advantage of multiple-view
geometry. This chapter presents an overview of current research devoted to the visual servoing problem of guiding differentially driven robots, with standard EyeIn-Hand limited aperture monocular cameras, addressing the problems that such a
simple and economical framework give birth to.
In the classic approach to visual servoing, a well known taxonomy is derived
and classified in the seminal paper of Weiss in [34]: in image based visual servoing
(IBVS) the control error is defined directly in the image space, based on features
extracted from image data, e.g., visual cues like points, planes or lines; on the other
hand, position based visual servoing (PBVS) computes the error in relation to a set
of 3D parameters that are estimated from image measurements, e.g., robot position
errors with respect to the desired position to reach. In the second case, position errors are usually computed in the robot Cartesian space and provided, as customary,
to the control system. Robot position reconstruction is often referred to as robot
localization. The two vision–based schemes thus described should be regarded as
the end-points of a range of different possibilities, whereby the raw sensorial infor-
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mation is gradually abstracted away to a more structured representation using some
knowledge of the robot-environment model.
While PBVS methods are the most straightforward ones, they require metrical
information about the feature positions, usually organized in a map. When the metrical information can’t be computed directly from the camera view (which is the
case for a monocular camera), pose estimation is usually achieved with the additional use of external measurements, such as odometric data. Therefore, the latest
research focuses on hybrid methods or pure IBVS methods to overcome the estimation problem. Among the others, hybrid schemes have been proposed in [14],
coming up to a scheme which is roughly half-way between IBVS and PBVS, and
in [19], where a switched control approach that utilizes both schemes depending on
the distance to the target has been implemented. Indeed, IBVS is more accurate than
PBVS as soon as the reference and the target images are close enough ([7, 8]). For
this reason, an image based task is often separated into a set of consecutive control
problems using a sequence of target images, in other words using appearance based
visual maps that not take into account any 3D spatial information ([31, 18]).
In the past few years, robot scientists have focused on the optimality of paths
followed by visually servoed robots. For example, researchers have focused on the
optimal control of visually guided robotic manipulators ([11]) or on optimal trajectory planning for robot manipulators controlled via a limited FOV camera ([16]).
Minimal trajectories have been also presented in [28] in case of large displacements, again for a six degrees of freedom robot manipulator. Optimal paths for
differentially driven robots with visibility restricted to limited FOV have recently
been addressed by some researchers ([5, 33]). The solutions proposed in this field
are more related to optimal path planning than robot reactive control, restricting the
role of the visual control to path following. Of course, also in this case solutions can
be divided in position based or image based, depending on the space in which the
trajectories are derived.
In this chapter we aim to provide an overview to the visual servoing of differentially driven robot and the vision theoretic fundamentals needed in each case. Then,
a PBVS control scheme that solves the problem in the 3D domain is proposed, together with a servoing–oriented Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM)
algorithm to enhance the potentiality of the controller. To overcome the localization process, a combination of an IBVS and an optimal (shortest) path planner is
then proposed. Again, the autonomous capability of the servoed robot are increased
adopting an appearance map–based approach. A discussion on the advantages and
drawbacks that pertain to each technique is also presented.

1.2 Problem Definition
The visual servoing problem as meant in this chapter is referred to mobile vehicles,
with a rigidly fixed on–board camera. In particular, we consider vehicles that constantly move on a plane, as in typical indoor set–up, like factory or office floors.
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We assume for the moving platform a driftless kinematic model, more precisely this
chapter refers to a unicycle–like nonholonomic mobile robot. Without loss of generality, we assume that the robot coordinates are measured with respect to a dextrous
reference frame W  = {O w , Xw ,Yw , Zw }, fixed with the static environment. It is also
assumed that the Yw coordinate y(t) = 0, ∀t, hence the state space of the mobile
platform is ξ (t) = (x(t), z(t), θ (t)), where the robot reference point (x(t), z(t)) is in
the middle of the wheel axle and the robot direction θ (t) is zero when the vehicle
heads to the Xw axis. Assuming that the control inputs are u(t) = (ν (t), ω (t)), with
ν (t) and ω (t) are respectively the forward and angular velocities of the vehicle, the
system kinematic model is
⎡
⎡ ⎤
⎤
cos θ
0
ξ̇ = ⎣ sin θ ⎦ ν + ⎣0⎦ ω = fν ν + fω ω .
(1.1)
0
1
The mobile agent is equipped with a rigidly fixed camera with a reference frame
C = {Oc , Xc ,Yc , Zc } such that the optical center O c corresponds to the robot’s center and the optical axis Z c is aligned with the robot’s forward direction. If the robot
orientation is null, the Z c axis is parallel to the Xw axis, with the same direction, and
the Xc axis is parallel to the Zw axis, with opposite direction.
Motionless features will be defined in reference to the camera frame as c P =
c
[ x, c y, c z]T and to the fixed frame W  as w P. The coordinate transformation between
W  and C is given by [ c PT , 1]T = [c x, c y, c z, 1]T = c Hw [w PT , 1]T , where c Hw is the
transformation matrix between frames. Assume a pinhole camera model where α x
and αy are the focal lengths of the intrinsic camera calibration matrix ([21])
⎤
⎡
αx 0 0
Kc = ⎣ 0 αy 0⎦ .
(1.2)
0 0 1
The origin O I of the image plane reference frame I = {O I , XI ,YI } is assumed
to be coincident with the principal point — i.e. the intersection of the camera axis
Zc with the image plane. The feature coordinates in the image frame (measured in
pixels) is I p = [I x, I y]T . Hence, the projective transformation (or homography) that
describes a general mapping from w P to I p can be summarized as

λ I p̄ = Kc [I3 |0T ]c Hw w P̄,

(1.3)

where λ is an homogeneous scale factor, and I p̄ and w P̄ are the homogeneous representation of vectors I p and w P.
With this assumption, the image feature velocities are derived using (1.1) and (1.2),
usually referred to as image Jacobian
⎡ I I I 2 2⎤
I 
x y x +αx  
w
ẋ
ν
I
ṗ = I = ⎣ αIyy2y IαxIxy ⎦
.
(1.4)
ω
ẏ
w
αy y

αx
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In the visual servoing literature, whenever an eye–in–hand configuration is considered (as is a camera rigidly fixed on a moving platform), the objective of the
control task is to stabilize the robot towards the desired position controlling the
camera position ([7, 8, 26]). More precisely:
Definition 1. Given the desired and the current robot positions, which correspond
the desired Cd = {Ocd , Xcd ,Ycd , Zcd } and the current C c = {Occ , Xcc ,Ycc , Zcc }
reference frames respectively, the stabilization in the desired position is accomplished if Cc ≡ Cd at the end of the control task.
Remark 1. Since the mobile robot is moving constantly on a plane, the visual servoing control approach is used only to stabilize at most a 3D subspace of the state
space ξ ∈ Rn .
As it is customary in the visual servoing literature, by a suitable robot state variables change of coordinates, W  ≡ C d . Hence, the visual servoing control problem turns into a point–to–point stabilization problem, i.e., we require that ξ (t) → 0
as t → +∞. In the particular framework proposed in this chapter, W  ≡ C d corresponds to choosing Xw = Zcd , Yw = Ycd and Zw = −Xcd .
A visual servoing scheme for robot control relays on the straightforward reformulation of Definition 1 from the use of image feature positions (albeit the equivalence between the two problems holds only if singularity configurations are avoided,
see [7, 29]).
Definition 2. Given n current Fc = [I xc1 , I yc1 , I xc2 , . . . , I ycn ]T image feature positions, the servoing task is fulfilled if at the end of the controlled trajectory, F c
matches the desired image feature positions Fd = [I xd1 , I yd1 , I xd2 , . . . , I ydn ]T , i.e.,
I x = I x and I y = I y , ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
ci
ci
di
di
In the presented chapter, we consider the visual servoing with an explicit feasibility constraint: the image features must be always within the FOV of the camera along the robot stabilizing trajectories (henceforth referred to as the FOV constraint), which ensures that a visual feedback can be always performed. Probably,
the problem of keeping the features in view during the robot manoeuvres is one
the most relevant problem to address for effective robot control. Multiple solutions
have been proposed in literature, ranging from omnidirectional cameras ([4]), image
path planning ([12]), or switching visual servoing schemes ([10]). In the presented
dissertation, the FOV constraint will be addressed in the controller design, which
simplifies the mechanical set–up and lowers the overall cost. Moreover, we will not
focus on image processing backgrounds, giving for granted the feature extraction,
tracking and association among the image features. In particular, we adopt the well–
established Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) proposed in [24].
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1.2.1 Position Based Visual Servoing
The main attractive feature of the PBVS approach is probably the relative simplicity
of the control design. Indeed, the control law can be synthesized in the usual working coordinates for the robot ([9]). Unfortunately, a position estimation algorithm
has to be necessarily provided. More precisely, since the estimated robot posture
ξ̂ (t) can be derived by the knowledge of c Hˆ w (t) (at least for the subspace of interest), the objective of the estimation algorithm, often dubbed localization or pose
estimation algorithm, is to reconstruct the relative position between C c and W .
Notice that if c Hˆ w (t) is composed of a rotation R and a translation T , (1.3) is
rewritten as λ I p̄ = Kc [R|T ]w P̄. The fundamental matrix F associated with this projective map is defined as F = KcT S(T )RKc−1 , where S(T ) is the skew-symmetric matrix associated with the translation T . Trivially, if I pd is the feature position in the
desired camera position, we have λ I p¯d = Kc [I|0]w P̄, with the fundamental matrix F
satisfying the condition I p¯d F I p̄ = 0. Therefore, assuming a calibrated camera (K c
is known), the fundamental matrix can be robustly estimated knowing image features correspondences I p ↔ I pd ([21]). Therefore, two main design requirements
are derived:
1. full camera calibration (as implicitly assumed in the rest of the chapter);
2. a priori knowledge of w P for each feature.
The latter condition is not strictly needed if the algorithm that performs the servoing works in agreement with a mapping algorithm. In this case, the visual servoing scheme can be applied to previously unknown portion of the environment,
thus increasing the autonomicity of the mobile vehicle. The Visual Simultaneous
Localization And Mapping for Servoing (VSLAM for Servoing) is an example of
such an architecture. In fact, since the PBVS approach abstracts sensor information
to a higher level of representation, it allows the integration of different sensorial
sources, thus make it suitable to cooperate with SLAM based architectures. In our
example of a camera mounted on a mobile robot, for instance, the synergistic use
of odometry and visual feedback is viable if these information are described in the
same coordinate frame, where they can be fused coherently.
Summarizing, the PBVS approach estimates the error between the current and
desired robot position through an approximation of c Hˆ w (t). For this reason, we can
conclude that the PBVS approach verifies the Definition 1, which implies the satisfaction of Definition 2 in accordance with the accuracy of the estimation algorithm.

1.2.2 Image Based Visual Servoing
IBVS and other sensor-level control schemes have several advantages in relation to
PBVS, such as robustness (or even insensitivity) to modelling errors, and hence suitability to unstructured scenes and environments ([27]). Although IBVS is demonstrated to be quite effective for manipulators ([31]), its control design turns out to
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be more challenging for nonholonomic mobile vehicles. Indeed, the image Jacobian (1.4), which relates image features and robot’s motion, cannot be used to solve
the general stabilization problem directly, a fact reported in famous results on nonholonomic systems stabilization ([6]). However, as presented here, the classical visual servoing scheme can be used together with path planners on image maps ([7]).
Such maps can be either given a priori or constructed on–line, according to a VSLAM approach.
For IBVS the image error between two different postures is computed directly on
the image measurements. Hence, an IBVS controller relates to Definition 2, which
implies the satisfaction of Definition 1 if pathological image feature postures (singularities) are avoided.

1.2.3 Optimal trajectories
Path planning solutions to vision–based parking have been proposed in literature
([26]). Among all the possible choices for robot trajectories, a particular mention
deserves those one that are optimal, e.g., minimum length. Moreover, optimal path
planning turns to be particularly challenging when the nonholonomicity of the platform combines with the FOV constraint. A solution to this problem has been provided very recently by [5], where shortest paths are shown to be comprised of three
maneuvers: a rotation on the spot, a straight line and a logarithmic spiral. The results there proposed are additionally refined in [33], where a global partition of the
motion plane in terms of optimal trajectories has been derived.
As the optimal trajectories are retrieved, a visual servoing scheme can be used
to control the robot along the optimal trajectories. For example, [23] proposes a
PBVS homography–based controller. Alternatively, IBVS approaches can be used,
as reported in what follows.

1.3 PBVS in the Large
As described previously, the PBVS comprises two major components that are described briefly in what follows: a localization algorithm and the controller design.
The quantities referred in this section are reported in Fig. 1.1(a), where the fixed
frame W  and the camera frame C are reported.

1.3.1 Robot Localization
Let w ξ = [ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ]T be the set of Cartesian coordinates of the robot (see Fig. 1.1(A)).
The current position of the feature c Pi in the camera frame is related to w Pi in the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1 (a) Fixed frame W , camera frame C, and relative coordinates (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ) and (ρ , φ , β );
and (b) fixed frame W , camera frame C and relative feature coordinates.

fixed frame by a rigid-body motion c Hw , which can be computed assuming the
knowledge of the height of the features c yi , ∀i. Indeed, with respect to Fig. 1.1(B),
we have

c   w w
xi
zi xi 1 0
b,
(1.5)
=
cz
−w xi w zi 0 1
i
with b = [− cos ξ3 , sin ξ3 , ξ2 cos ξ3 − ξ1 sin ξ3 , −ξ1 cos ξ3 − ξ2 sin ξ3 ]T . Equation 1.5
can be regarded as providing two nonlinear scalar equations in the 3 unknowns
(ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ), for each feature observed in the current and desired images. Assuming
a number n ≥ 4 of features, the actual unknown position and orientation ξ (t) of
the unicycle can be evaluated by solving for b in a least-squares sense (see [29] for
further details).
The localization method thus presented is based on punctual estimation and does
not take into account the known robot motion model. To better exploit the available
information, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is adopted, given for granted the association between current and desired point features. However, should feature outliers
occur in the process, more robust filtering should be used in place of simple EKF,
such as e.g. those described in [35] or [25].
The EKF localization state is S = [ξ 1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , c x1 , . . . , c xn , c zn ]T . Estimated state
initial guess is computed using the previously presented least mean squares static
localization. The initial model covariance matrix P0 is block diagonal. P0r ∈ R3×3 ,
i.e., initial covariance matrix for the vehicle, has its values set to half a meter for ξ 1
and ξ2 , while it is one radian for ξ 3 . P0i ∈ R2×2 , i.e., the block diagonal matrices for
the features, have their entries set to ≈ 20 centimeters in our experimental setting.
Unicycle kinematic model, with odometric data, is assumed for state prediction.
Two different noise sources are taken into account. The prediction errors are
modelled as additive and zero mean Gaussian noises with covariance matrix Q = P0 .
Systematic errors are assumed to be removed by suitable calibration, hence nonzero
mean errors are not modelled. The odometry errors γ r , γl , for the right and left wheel
respectively, are assumed to be zero mean and Gaussian distributed. They are also
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assumed to be equal for both wheels. This is a simple but easily verified assumption
in respect to generic unicycle like vehicles, and is computed taking into account
lack of accuracy in odometry (typically due to wheels slipping and skidding). The
covariance matrix of the prior estimate (model prediction) is then calculated by the
formula
Pk− = Ak Pk−1 ATk + σγ2 Bk BTk + Q,
where σγ2 is the input variance (γ = γ r = γl by assumption), A k and Bk are the model
Jacobians and Pk−1 is the model covariance matrix at the previous step.
During experiments, the EKF–based localization thus derived shows to outperform the least mean squares approach, as it may be expected.

1.3.2 Visual-Servoing with Omnidirectional Sight
Consider that only one feature has to be tracked, coincident with the origin O w .
Consider for this problem a new set of coordinates, which is better suited to describe
the angle by which the feature is observed from the vehicle, described by Φ : R 2 ×
S → R+ × S2 (see Fig. 1.1(a)) and the new dynamics
⎤
⎡
⎡ ⎤
⎤
⎡ ⎤ ⎡
ξ1 2 + ξ2 2
ρ̇
ρ
−ρ cos β 0  
⎥
⎢
u
⎥ , and ⎣φ̇ ⎦ = ⎣ sin β
⎣φ ⎦ = ⎢
0⎦
,
(1.6)
arctan( ξξ2 )
⎦
⎣
ω
1
sin β −1
β
ξ2
β̇
π + arctan( ξ ) − ξ3
1

Observe that this change of coordinates is a diffeomorphism
where we let u =
everywhere except at the origin of the plane (exactly where the feature point is). A
continuous, time-invariant control law can in principle stabilize the system (1.6) –
indeed, the two control vector fields are now linearly dependent at the origin, thus
making Brockett’s negative result [6] unapplicable.
Consider the candidate Lyapunov function V = 12 (ρ 2 + φ 2 + λ β 2 ), with λ > 0 a
free parameter to be used in the following controller design. Substituting
v
ρ.

u = cos β , and ω =

φ sin β cos β + λ β sin β cos β
+β
λβ

(1.7)

in the Lypunov derivative one gets V̇ = −ρ 2 cos2 β − λ β 2 ≤ 0. By using LaSalle’s
invariant set theorem, the controlled dynamics obtained plugging (1.7) in (1.6) turns
to be asymptotically stable.
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1.3.3 Visual Servoing with FOV Constraint
The basic idea to be applied in this section is rather simple, and is based on the fact
that the Lyapunov-based control described in the previous section is not uniquely
defined. Rather, a whole family of controllers can be defined by simply redefining
the control Lyapunov function candidate. It can be expected that for such different
candidates, the resulting stabilizing control laws and ensuing trajectories are different, and that switching among these control laws should be enabled when the FOV
constraint for the i–th feature
w z − ρ sin φ
i

γ (ρ , φ , β ) = φ − π − β − arctan w

xi − ρ cos φ

= arctan

Ix

i

αx

∈ [−Δ , Δ ]

(1.8)

is about to be violated (see [29] for further details). Notice that the limited FOV is
described by a symmetric cone centered in the optical axis Z c with semi-aperture Δ .
The switching controller is expressed in a set of different polar coordinates,
which are conveniently denoted by introducing the two vectors β̃ = [β , β − π , β −
π , β + π , β + π ] and φ̃ = [φ − π , φ − 2π , φ , φ − 2π , φ ]. Correspondingly, a set of five
distinct candidate Lyapunov functions can be written as V i (ρ , α , β ) = 12 (ρ 2 + φ̃i2 +
β̃i2 ), with i = 1, . . . , 5. The control law choice, i.e.
u = cos β , and ω = λ β̃i +

sin β cos β
(φ̃i + β̃i ),
β̃i

is such that all the Lyapunov candidates have negative semi-definite time derivatives
and (by LaSalle’s invariant set principle) asymptotically stable. These five different
control laws (parameterized by λ ) define in turn five different controlled dynamics
(analogous to (1.6)) that are globally asymptotically stable in the state manifold
R+ × S2 . Although none of these control laws alone can guarantee that the FOV
constraint is satisfied throughout the parking maneuver, it is shown that a suitable
switching logic among the control laws achieves this goal. The switching law is
triggered when, during the stabilization with one of the five control laws, a feature
approaches the border of the field of view by a threshold Δ j < Δ , i.e. when |γ | ≥ Δ j .
It should be noticed that a dead zone is introduced in the controller for ρ ≤ ρ D ,
within which the forward velocity control u is set to zero and the so-called Zeno
phenomenon are avoided.

1.3.4 Visual Servoing in the Large
The classic approach for visual servoing, however, so far have focussed on local
stabilization, in the sense that the initial and desired conditions of the system are
assumed to be close enough so that a significant number of features remain in view
all along the maneuver. The purpose of this section is to define the tools that enables
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FAB

FBC = FB ∩ FC

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.2 (a) Topological map: grabbed images are indicated with a capital letter, say IA , IB , IC ;
each grabbed image corresponds to both a certain robot configuration in the metric map (b) and
a node in the topological map; the nodes A and B are connected if and only if the set of features
FAB = FA ∩ FB is not empty; and (b) metric map: the positions A, B,C, representing each image
node in the topological map (a), ξA , ξB and ξC are a set of 3D robot postures.

its use to servo the vehicle in the large, i.e. across paths connecting totally different
initial and final views. The necessary information are stored in images, called way–
points, which can be used to topologically connect the initial and desired images,
and in a metric map, which stores sufficient data to implement the PBVS. A representation of the environment that conveys these metric and topological information
will be referred to as a hybrid visual map.
The literature on the problem of simultaneous visual–based localization and map
building (v-SLAM) is rather extensive (see e.g. [30, 13, 15, 32]), and COTS software
is already available ([22]). These results are clearly fundamental for the approach to
servoing here presented, which instead relates to nonholonomic vehicles. In the hybrid map representation, the metric information is represented by a set of robot postures, along with the corresponding 3D position estimates for the features observed
from such postures. The topological information is represented by an undirected
reachability graph (we assume indeed that possible environment changes do not affect the traversability of the space by the robot, [17]). The hybrid map construction
method is described in what follows:
1. From the initial unknown position of the vehicle (i.e. W ξA = W [0, 0, 0]T ) an image
IA of a portion of the scene in view is grabbed and stored in the first node A of
the hybrid map (see Fig. 1.2(a))).
2. From the image in view, a subset FA of nA features is selected.
3. The vehicle moves, avoiding obstacles with proximity sensors, in an arbitrary
direction using a simple control law that keeps the image point features in view.
4. An EKF is implemented using odometry and camera measurements to estimate
the relative spatial position of the feature in camera frame C.
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5. Once 3D feature position estimates have converged to a value under given level of
uncertainty determined by the covariance matrix, the robot stops moving, updates
the metric map (Fig. 1.2(b)) and then a new node corresponding to the current
pose is added to the hybrid map.
6. To add new nodes from the already created ones, the procedure starts again from
step 2.
Let the robot be in a generic mapped position, say W ξA = W [ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 ]T (or a
node A with image IA ). Suppose that the robot has to reach a new position, say ξ K ,
expressed in the metric map. If W ξK corresponds to a topologically mapped location
K, which has an associated image IK (found using SIFT technique), a standard graph
visiting algorithm is used for the path selection from A to K in the image map,
therefore, permitting the vehicle to steer through the map nodes using the servoing
presented previously. For space limits, we refer the interested readers to [17] for
further details on the mapping/navigation processes here briefly discussed.

1.3.5 Experimental Results
Two experiments, with different experimental set–up are described. The first experimental setup comprises of a TRC LabMate vehicle, equipped with an analogical
monochromatic camera Jai CVM-50 [2] placed on the robot so that a vertical axis
through the camera pinhole intersects the wheel axis in the midpoint. The camera allows for a Δ = π /6 semi-aperture of the optical cone, while a threshold of
Δ j = π /8 was used in the experiment to switch among different controllers. The
controller is implemented under Linux on a 300MHz PentiumII PC equipped with
a Matrox MeteorI frame grabber. The XVision library is used to compute optical
flow and to track features. The hardware communication between the robot and the
PC is performed by a RS-232 serial cable. In this experiment, the PBVS controller
alone is shown. Four features from the scene are used as the desired feature set, belonging to the desired image, recorded in a preliminary phase of the experiment (see
Fig. 1.3). Images grabbed from the robot camera in the initial, offset configuration
and at the end of the visually-servoed parking maneuver are shown in Fig. 1.4, along
with ground-reference views showing the experimental environment.
In the second experimental set–up, a low-cost apparatus was employed to highlight the potential of the proposed technique. The experimental setup is comprised
of a K-Team Koala vehicle [3], equipped with a commercial web–cam placed on
the front part of the robot platform. The controller is implemented under Windows
XP on a 1130MHz Pentium III laptop mounted on-board. SIFT elaboration is performed using ERSP vision library (see [20, 22]). The Intel OpenCV [1] library was
used to compute optical flow and to track features. The hardware communication
between the robot and the laptop is again performed by a RS-232 serial cable.
In the experiments both the mapping phase (topological and metric) and the navigation phase (visual servoing) are reported. In the mapping experiment, the robot
collects a set of images and, for each pair of images, say I i and I j , it estimates
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Fig. 1.3 Image grabbed from the target position, with the four selected control features shown in
detail.

Fig. 1.4 External views (left column) and subjective images (right column) as taken from the
vehicle, in the initial configuration (top row) and in the final configuration (bottom row), after
reaching convergence under the proposed visual feedback control scheme. The bottom right image
should be compared with the target image in fig. 1.3.

the three–dimensional coordinates of the image feature points F i j and the three–
dimensional robot positions ξ i and ξ j .
The experimental mapping process runs for 50 seconds and the sampling period
(i.e. the inverse of the frequency of the EKF steps) is T = 0.1 seconds. The sampling
period T is determined by the worst-case frame rate available for commercial webcams. Although even low cost cameras ensure about 20 to 30 frames per second, the
rate changes depending on ambient illumination variations.
Fig. 1.5 reports an image graph created during the topological mapping phase.
The visual servoing controller has been used to travel the distance between the
mapped images, parking the vehicle in the position x 3T (position I3 in the topological map, see fig. 1.6(A). The initial robot position is unknown, but the architecture solves the kidnapped robot problem identifying the topological position x 5T (see
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F5, 6

F4,5

( I 5 , xT5 )

( I 6 , xT6 )
F6, 7

F3, 4
( I 3 , xT3 )

( I 4 , xT4 )
F2,3

( I 2 , xT2 )

F1, 2

( I 7 , xT7 )

( I1 , xT1 )

Fig. 1.5 The topological image–based map.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.6 Map navigation: (a) desired image; and, initial image (b).

fig. 1.6(B). Hence, the visual servoing path corresponds to a travel between image
node I5 to I3 .
In fig. 1.7, the nodes crossed by the robot during the parking are represented. In
the top row, the images stored in the topological map (i.e. desired images for the
visual servoing) are represented, while in the bottom row, the images grabbed from
the camera after each path are depicted. Approaching an intermediate node ends
once it is possible to localize and to track features of the next node to be reached.
A wide movement in the mapped environment comprises several limited movements between each pair of images (fig. 1.7). Nevertheless, the visual servoed motion between successive images is still quite small. Indeed, it is well known in the
literature (e.g. [7, 8]) that large image errors (hence, large robot movements) decrease accuracy and robustness of the visual servo controller. In the proposed architecture, the granularity of the topological map is then related to the visual servoing
accuracy.
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Fig. 1.7 Desired images from each topological map node on the top row. Images grabbed from the
camera after each visually servoed path, on the bottom row.

1.4 Optimal trajectories
This section presents a solution to the path planning problem of a unicycle–like
vehicle subject to limited FOV constraint. In particular, the paths derived are the
minimum length (optimal) paths between initial and desired positions.
Assume that the tracked feature position is coincident with the origin of the reference frame O w and that the total horizontal aperture of the camera’s optical cone
is given by δ = 2Δ . The desired position P of the robot on the plane of motion w.r.t.
W  is assumed to lie on the Xw axis, with polar coordinates (ρ P , 0). Hence, the
desired state of the robot is (ρ P , 0, π ) with respect to the model (1.6). The objective
of the optimal trajectory problem with FOV constraint is the partition of the motion
plane into regions, depending on the desired position P. From all initial positions Q
inside a region, the structure of the shortest paths turns to be invariant.
Denote with “∗” a zero–length rotation on the spot, with SL a straight line and
with T a logarithmic spiral. The three different kinds of maneuvers that compose the
optimal paths, according to [5, 33], are then symbolically described. While the mathematic description of ∗ and SL is straightforward, logarithmic spirals deserve some
additional explanations. In general, the equation of the logarithmic spiral that passes
through a point Q (whose polar coordinates are (ρ Q , ψQ ) w.r.t. W ) is expressed as
α
TQ : ρQ e(ψQ −ψ )g , ψ , where g = cos
sin α and α is the spiral’s characteristic angle.
The spiral rotates clockwise if α < 0 (denoted with T 1 Q ) and counterclockwise if
α > 0 (denoted with T 2 Q ). Notice that if α = 0, the logarithmic spiral is a straight
line passing through the origin O W , and, if α = ±π /2, it is a circumference.
Using standard tools from optimal theory, it can be shown that optimal words
that minimizes the total length of the path
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Fig. 1.8 Shortest paths: (a) according to [5]; and (b) according to [33].

L =

T
0

|ν | dt ,

are words of extremal arcs that can be covered forward or backward w.r.t. the direction of motion. Summarizing, extremal paths will be characterized by sequences of
symbols {∗, SL, T 1, T 2}.
Let us denote the two logarithmic spirals that pass through the desired position
P as T 1P and T 2P , with characteristic angles α = −Δ and α = Δ , respectively. The
two spirals divide the plane into four disjoint regions. Using the geometric properties
of the problem, these regions are further subdivided considering the set of points Q
for which the optimal path is given by a straight-line from Q to P without violating
the FOV constraints ([5]). With this intuitive subdivision, eight regions are derived,
depicted in Fig. 1.8(a). Defining a smooth transition between segments with the
symbol “–”, the optimal path from each region is defined as
• Region I: region between the half–lines L1 P and L2P . Shortest path: SL;
• Region I’: region between the two arc circles C1 P and C2P . Shortest path: SL;
• Region II: region between the circle arc C2 P (bound of Region I’) and the spiral
T 2P (bound of Region V), symmetric to Region II’. Shortest path: T 2 − SL;
• Region III: region between the half–line L1 P (bound of Region I) and the spiral
T 1P (bound of Region V), symmetric to Region III’. Shortest path: SL − T 1 P ;
• Region IV: region between the spiral T 2 P (bound of Region III’) and the horizontal line passing through the feature and the desired position P (bound of Region
V). The Region V is symmetric to Region IV. Shortest path: T 2 ∗ T 1 P ;
• T Region: region defined by T 1 P and T 2P .
However, in [33] it has been shown that the previous taxonomy is only locally
valid, i.e. near the desired configuration. As a consequence, Regions II, II’, IV, V
have to be further subdivided. Indeed, there exists a subspace of Regions IV and V,
for which the shortest paths are SL − T 2 ∗ T 1 P or SL − T 1 ∗ T 2P (see Regions VI
and VII in Fig. 1.8(b)), and a subspace of of Regions II, II’ where the shortest paths
are of kind T 1 ∗ T 2 − SL or T 2 ∗ T 1 − SL.
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1.4.1 IBVS and Optimal Paths
As the optimal paths are described and a taxonomy of the motion plane is derived,
a visual–based controller able to track the optimal trajectories is needed in order to
close the loop. Even though PBVS solutions can be adopted ([23]), the proposed
IBVS solution avoids localization algorithms and the inherit intrinsic higher robustness with respect to PBVS approaches ([8]).
The IBVS scheme here proposed is feasible if: 1) optimal paths can be computed using only visual information and 2) once the vehicle optimal 3D words are
“translated” to the image space. For the former point, it can be shown that only
the orientation Ω between the initial position Q and the desired one P is needed
([33]). Since Ω is defined as 0τ ω (t)dt = Ω along the optimal path, it can be estimated using epipolar geometry and the fundamental matrix F if at least eight feature
points (in a non singular configuration) are given ([21]). Estimation robustness can
be achieved if even more features are used.

1.4.1.1 Trajectories on the Image Plane
From the definition of the optimal paths in Section 1.4, it follows that only three
specific kind of robot maneuvers needs to be translated: pure rotations, i.e., ν = 0,
pure translations, i.e., ω = 0, and logarithm spirals. In what follows we assume that
I p = [I x , I y ]T , I p = [I x , I y ]T and I p = [I x , I y ]T are the feature initial, current
i
i
i
c
c
c
d
d
d
and desired positions respectively.
Pure Rotation: by plugging into the image Jacobian (1.4), the condition ν = 0
and ω = ω̄ = constant and solving for the I yc feature coordinate, yields to
I

yc =

Iy

i cos

Ix
i
αx

arctan

cos arctan

Ix
c
αx

,

(1.9)

that is the equation of a conic, i.e., the intersection between the image plane and
the cone with vertex in the camera center (optical center) and base circumference
passing through the 3D feature position. On the other hand, solving for I xc , one
gets
I 
I 
xd
xi
θ − θ0 = arctan
− arctan
,
(1.10)
αx
αx
where θ0 is the initial value of θ , the robot orientation. Therefore, the angle
variation can be computed for pure rotations by means of (1.10).
Pure Translation: by plugging into the image Jacobian (1.4), the condition ω = 0
and ν = ν̄ = constant and solving for the I yc feature coordinate, yields to
I

yc =

Iy

iI

Ix

i

xc ,

(1.11)
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Fig. 1.9 Optimal paths on image plane: (a) unconstrained optimal path in Region I; (b) constrained
optimal path in Region III; and (c) path for one feature in Region VII.

which describes a straight line passing through the initial position of the feature
and the principal point.
Logarithmic Spiral: consider the condition I ẋc = 0, i.e., I xc = I x̄c = constant.
Using (1.4), the condition reflects in

ω =−

αx I x̄ 2 + αx2
v.
αy w y I x̄ I y

(1.12)

Since I xc is constant, if follows that the angle γ in (1.8) between the forward
direction of the vehicle and the feature direction is constant. Since this is the
condition verified by a logarithmic spiral path, the condition (1.12) identifies
such a path.

1.4.1.2 From Image paths to Servoing
Once the alphabet of feature sub-paths has been defined, the rules to choose and
construct the right sequence of maneuvers (the word) that correspond to the shortest
path must be defined directly on the image plane. To this end, path of increasing
complexity, i.e., increasing number of symbols, are computed. If a path is feasible,
i.e., the feature path remains constrained inside the image view, than it is chosen.
Otherwise, it is assumed that the robot state pertains to a different region in space
and the algorithm is reiterated. The path solutions derived in Section 1.4.1.1 are
computed numerically using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm ([33]).
The optimal feature path for Region I or Region I’ is shown in Fig. 1.9(a) and is
composed of: a piece of a conic passing through the initial position of the feature
(rotation); a piece of straight line passing through the principal point (translation);
and a piece of conic passing through the final position of the feature (rotation).
Given that Ω is known (or estimated), then the path can be computed solving the
following equation
 I  
I 
 I 

I 
x1
xi
xd
x2
− arctan
+ arctan
− arctan
,
θi + θd = Ω = arctan
αx
αx
αx
αx
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where θi and θd are the orientation of the vehicle in the initial and final positions, the
variables I x1 or I x2 correspond to the intermediate (unknown) positions of the feature along the path and are the initial and final feature position for the intermediate
straight path.
The optimal feature path for the Region III is depicted in Fig. 1.9(b) and it is
determined solving the following equation


I
I
Ω = arctan αxx1 − arctan αxxi +

 

I
I
+ αxbx ln I yy2 + arctan αxxd − arctan αxbx ,
3

where the second addendum in the second member corresponds to the angle variation of the robot’s orientation θ during the spiral path. x b is the horizontal image
bound.
Finally, the optimal feature paths that correspond to the regions IV, V, VI or VII
are plotted in Fig. 1.9(c). The solution in this case is given by:

 

I
I
I
Ω = arctan αxx1 − arctan αxxi + αxbx ln I yy2 +
3
 


I
I
+2 αxbx ln I yy3 + arctan αxxd − arctan αxbx .
4

Notice that, for each I y4 , there exists a valid image path. To disambiguate, the
choice of the optimal path in this last case can be done only by the use of its 3–
D reconstruction (since both the path T 1 − T 2 P or SL − T 1 − T 2P are feasible). It
is worthwhile to note that such a reconstruction does not need to be exact, since a
scaled one is sufficient ([33]).
Finally, the robot’s proportional control laws u = (ν , ω ) are obtained using Lyapunov theory. For each image trajectory component a different Lyapunov function
is chosen in order to minimize the feature tracking error.

1.4.2 Experimental Results
Experimental results for the IBVS and optimal path framework are now presented.
The experimental setup comprises of a Quickcam Ultravision camera, whose resolution is 320x240 pixels, mounted over the front-part of a K-team Koala vehicle.
The ERSP vision library ([20]) is used to perform SIFT recognition. The controller
bandwidth is almost 7 Hz.
In the first experiment, the optimal path SL reported in Fig. 1.9 (a) is accomplished. The path is composed of the following maneuvers: a counter–clockwise
rotation on the spot (the image conic I xi → I x1 ), a forward motion (the straight
line I x1 → I x2 ), and a clockwise rotation on the spot (the image conic I x2 → I xd ).
Fig. 1.10 reports the related experimental result.
In the second experiment, the optimal path SL − T 1 P reported in Fig. 1.9 (b)
is accomplished. The path is composed of the following sequence of maneuvers:
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Fig. 1.10 Experiment 1. Planned paths for all features and the trajectory of the tracked feature (up
left). Initial (bottom left), final (bottom right) and desired (up right) images taken from the vehicle.
The planned paths and also the actual position of the features are plotted over the initial and final
images.

Fig. 1.11 Experiment 2. Planned paths and trajectory of the tracked feature (up left). Initial (bottom
left), final (bottom right) and desired (up right) images taken from the vehicle. The initial and
desired positions of the features are plotted over the initial and final images taken from the vehicle.
The actual positions of the features are also shown in these images.

a counter–clockwise rotation on the spot (the image conic I xi → I x1 ), a forward
motion (the straight line I x1 → I xb ), a logarithmic spiral (the straight line I y2 → I y3 )
and a clockwise rotation on the spot (the image conic I xb → I xd ). Fig. 1.11 reports
the related experimental result.
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The method accomplished the task of driving the tracked feature through the
planned path. It can be observed from the figures that the final positions of the features are almost coincident with the desired positions. The final feature position
error is due to the tracking noise and to the estimation of the angle Δ (that determines the feature trajectories). Hence, the final position of the robot is close to the
desired one and the error is mostly due to a translation along the Y w axis. The observed errors can be explained by image quantization deviations, presence of noisy
data, camera specifications, low number of features used to compute the planned
trajectory, estimation errors related to the SIFT recognition system, erroneous camera calibration parameters and, finally, the fact that the robot control was based on
the tracking of just one feature in the image.
It is worthwhile to note that the previously presented PBVS VSLAM for Servoing can be compared to the IBVS controller with a VSLAM architecture. Indeed,
due to the very nature of the proposed solution, pure appearance based visual maps
can be adopted, without considering any 3D spatial information (i.e., metric maps).
Due to space limits, the interested reader is referred to [18].

1.5 Conclusions
The problem of visually guide unicycle–like vehicles towards desired position in
space has been analyzed in this chapter. Solutions here discussed ranges from PBVS
to IBVS approaches applied “in the large”, which differs in which image data are
treated in the control procedure.
For position based, we have proposed a visual servoing scheme for a non–
holonomic vehicle in unknown indoor environments. The proposed approach is divided into two phases: a servoing process and a map building for servoing process.
The servoing hybrid control is based on a PBVS scheme that is also presented.
Map construction complies with the need of overcoming the limits of the servoing
scheme in a large environment. The work could be regarded as an attempt to connect
control techniques (action) and sensorial data interpretation(perception).
Furthermore, a method that associates space regions to optimal vehicle trajectories, combined with a limited FOV camera, is presented. Then, optimal trajectory
words are translated from 3D space to image space, in order to adopt an IBVS controller to track image feature trajectories. Notice that, the mobile robot autonomicity,
i.e., the ability to move in a large environment, is increased using appearance based
visual maps, in which metric data are not of interest.
Experiments on real nonholonomic robot platforms are reported for both approaches. The robot successfully reached the desired position while keeping the
tracked feature inside the FOV. Moreover, even if the initial and the desired images
do not have a common set of features, the servoing is still feasible using image data
stored in the maps.
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